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Abstract 

In today’s context, the automation of tasks and processes is continuously expanding, 

as harsh environments, shortages of manual labour and constant technological developments 

create a world where machines thrive. However, the process of automating an already 

existing machine is still a largely underdeveloped domain. 

In forestry robotics, more specifically in wildfire combat, remote controlled mulching 

machines are oftentimes used for land clearing operations, as fuelbreak management is an 

efficient fire prevention method. But these machines require the presence of on-site 

personnel, thus limiting their potential effectiveness. 

The current work looks to contribute to the development of an autonomous robotic 

platform for fuelbreak management, focusing on the integration of sensors on the machine, 

aiming to optimise sensor performance. The final goal of this thesis is the elaboration of a 

series of guidelines for the installation of sensory systems in any machine inside the scope 

of field robotics. 

The work starts with the research of the current state-of-the-art on autonomous robots 

and the effect of different characteristics on sensor performance, namely mounting location, 

temperature, dust, vibrations, ambient light, and rain. Tests were carried out to assess the 

impact of these different constraints on the introduced robotic platform, and all conducted 

tests are presented and discussed.  

The results and conclusions garnered allowed the elaboration of a set of guidelines for 

the installation of complete sensory systems in field robotics applications looking to 

automate their operations. The work is also believed to have contributed to guiding the 

installation of individual sensors on any machine, for operation in a multitude of differently 

constrained environments.  

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Autonomous robots, Robust sensory systems, Field robotics, Forest 
navigation, Sensor integration guidelines, Outdoor environments. 
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Resumo 

No contexto atual, a automatização de tarefas e processos está continuamente em 

expansão, dado que ambientes severos, a escassez de trabalho manual e os constantes 

desenvolvimentos tecnológicos criam um mundo onde as máquinas prosperam. No entanto, 

o processo de automatização de uma máquina já existente é um campo ainda 

subdesenvolvido. 

Em robótica florestal, mais especificamente no combate a incêndios florestais, as 

máquinas destroçadoras controladas à distância são frequentemente utilizadas para 

operações de limpeza de terrenos, uma vez que a criação de faixas de gestão de combustível 

é um método eficiente na prevenção de incêndios. Mas estas máquinas requerem a presença 

de pessoal no local, limitando assim a sua potencial eficácia. 

Esta dissertação procura contribuir para o desenvolvimento de um robô autónomo para 

a criação e manutenção de faixas de gestão de combustível, dando especial atenção à 

integração de sensores na máquina, visando a otimização do desempenho dos sensores. O 

objetivo final desta tese é a elaboração de uma série de diretrizes para a instalação de 

sistemas sensoriais em qualquer máquina dentro do domínio da robótica de campo. 

O trabalho começa com a investigação do atual estado da arte sobre robôs autónomos 

e o efeito de diferentes condições no desempenho dos sensores, nomeadamente local de 

instalação, temperatura, poeira, vibrações, luz ambiente, e chuva. Foram realizados testes 

para avaliar o impacto destas diferentes condições na plataforma robótica introduzida e todos 

os testes realizados são apresentados e discutidos.  

Os resultados e conclusões obtidas permitiram a elaboração de um conjunto de 

diretrizes para a instalação de sistemas sensoriais em aplicações robóticas de campo, com 

vista a automatizar as suas operações. Acredita-se também que o trabalho contribuiu para 

orientar a instalação de sensores individuais em qualquer máquina, para operação em 

múltiplos ambientes com características diferentes. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Robôs autónomos, Sistemas sensoriais robustos, Robótica de 
campo, Navegação florestal, Diretrizes para integração de 
sensores, Ambientes exteriores. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Every year, wildfires rage across Portugal and the world, drastically changing 

ecosystems, polluting the air, destroying homes, and claiming human lives. Between the 

years of 2000 and 2021, a cumulative area of nearly 3 million hectares burned in Portugal 

(see Figure 1.1), with many regions suffering from several re-burn scenarios. In 2017 alone, 

a series of fire events were started in or close to the municipality of Pedrógão Grande, 

eventually leading to the deaths of 65 people and burning over 45 thousand hectares [1]. 

 
Figure 1.1 - Cumulative burned area in Portugal between 2000 and 2021, compiled with information from 

[2] 

Given the devastating effects of wildfires, and the many times fatal aftermaths of 

firefighting, fire prevention methods offer safer alternatives for wildfire combat. A way of 

hampering fire propagation is through the limitation of the biomass available for combustion, 

which can be achieved with the creation of firebreaks and fuelbreaks. 
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Figure 1.2 - Differences between firebreaks, fuelbreaks and shaded fuelbreaks, retrieved from [3] 

Fuelbreak is a linear path in which any fuel source, ranging from surface fuel to canopy 

fuel, has been reduced or modified to diminish the risk of the spread of fire crossing said 

path. The creation and maintenance of fuelbreak networks often occurs in remote and 

demanding environments, making it an arduous and dangerous work, furthermore, the 

pandemic currently affecting most of the world made clear that very few tasks can be 

completed without an on-site human presence, at least not with the same effectiveness. Ergo, 

it is only natural that new and innovative solutions are designed to either allow remote 

operations to be conducted or to further the development of fully autonomous alternatives. 

The current thesis presents the development of an autonomous robotic platform for 

fuelbreak management and land clearing operations, focusing primarily on the integration of 

sensory systems.  

This research work is partially funded by the projects rePlant – Implantação de 

estratégias colaborativas para a gestão integrada da floresta e do fogo (POCI-01-0247-

FEDER-046081), F4F – Forest for Future (CENTRO-08-5864-FSE-000031) and E-Forest – 

Framework multi-agente de plataformas robóticas autónomas de propulsão elétrica para a 

gestão da floresta (POCI-01-0247-FEDER-047104). 

In the current chapter, the motivations behind the work are discussed, mainly through 

the optic of wildfire prevention and how automation can benefit this field. Then, the 

objectives of this thesis are explored, also showing the need for better guidelines concerning 

the installation of sensory systems on machines, followed by a presentation of the robotic 

platform in which the work will be conducted, predominantly focusing on the machine and 

sensors to be used. Finally, the outline of the dissertation, with a brief description of each 

chapter, is introduced. 
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Figure 1.3 - Funding projects logos 

1.1. Motivation 

Firefighting begins long before the start of an actual fire. Fire prevention is the main 

strategy by which wildfires can be fought without the need for direct contact with the fire, 

thus limiting firefighters’ exposure to danger and possible death. Fire prevention through the 

method of fuel treatment (i.e., reducing the biomass available for combustion) can be 

achieved by numerous techniques, including pruning, grazing, thinning and prescribed 

burning. 

Whereas pruning and grazing are more easily applied to smaller, more contained areas 

[4], forest thinning, and prescribed burnings can facilitate fuel management in bigger forests. 

Prescribed burning is the planned and controlled use of fire aimed at reducing fuel loads to 

minimize the size or incidence of wildfires, the practice, however, is risky because 

prescribed burns can and do sometimes escape control and result in heavy smoke and 

damaging wildfires [5]. 

Thinning, on the other hand, does not involve the use of fire and, as such, does not 

carry the associated risks. Thinning techniques easily reduce the amount of flammable 

vegetation, thus enabling the creation of fuelbreaks. However, manual forest thinning is 

often a hazardous work requiring a considerable workforce, which in turn is expensive; 

therefore, the capability of automating thinning processes can safeguard workers while 

reducing operating costs and increasing overall efficiency. 

Regarding forestry applications, not many solutions exist where an autonomous robot 

is used for purposes other than observation and data collection, which is to say most 

vegetation removal machines are dependent on either direct manual operation or the 

presence of an on-site operator for remote control. Shortages of manual labour then heavily 

diminish the amount of work that can be achieved, so a need for autonomous systems arises. 

From a broader perspective, the lack of standards and guidelines for the installation of 

sensory systems in robotic applications often leads to a trial and error approach when 

selecting and mounting sensors onto the machine. This absence of guidelines, created by the 

inexistence of scientific works that relate sensor mounting solutions to sensor performance, 
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paired with the few existing examples of automation in forest cleaning applications, prompt 

the need for the work developed in this thesis. 

1.2. Goals 

The primary goals of this work are to study the correlation between sensor mounting 

locations and sensor performance, and to evaluate the effect of different internal and external 

constraints on sensor performance. The work will be developed in a specific platform, a 

diesel-powered mulching machine, aiming to optimise both sensor use and location to enable 

its automation in field robotics applications, namely vegetation removal in unstructured 

terrain. 

Therefore, to decide and validate each sensor’s installation method, several steps must 

be carried out: 

• Understanding of the chosen sensors; 

• Testing of different solutions for sensor mounting in the specified platform, 

focusing on performance in the forestry application considered; 

• Assessment of the impact of vibrations on sensor performance and testing of 

different vibration damping alternatives to reduce measurement noise; 

• Assessment of the impact of different environment conditions in each individual 

sensor; 

• Performance evaluation of the complete sensory system in different environment 

conditions; 

• Determination of the optimal setup for the specific platform tested. 

The final goal of the present dissertation is the elaboration of a series of 

recommendations or guidelines for the installation of sensory systems with the purpose of 

facilitating automation, applicable to any machine inside the scope of field robotics. 

1.3. Robotic platform 

In this subchapter, the robotic platform in which the work will be conducted is detailed, 

introducing the machine used for the task of forest cleaning, the control module to be used, 

and the set of sensors to be installed on the machine, which, when connected to the control 

module, will allow the platform to function autonomously. 
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1.3.1. The machine 

The machine to be adapted for sensor mounting is the Green Climber LV400 Pro 

model, developed by MDB Technologies [6], which can be observed in Figure 1.4. It is a 

heavy-duty, remote controlled device, powered by a 3 cylinder, water cooled, internal 

combustion diesel engine with 26.9 kW. 

  
Figure 1.4 - The Green Climber LV400 Pro 

Through the use of an extendable undercarriage (see Figure 1.5), increasing its width 

from 1170 to 1570 mm, the LV400 can adapt its grip on the terrain, allowing it to drive over 

slopes with gradients of up to 60° in any direction. The machine also has interchangeable 

attachments, allowing its use in a multitude of applications, ranging from its primary usage 

for mulching and land clearing to wood chipping, tree spraying and even snow blowing. 

  
Figure 1.5 - Front and side view of the Green Climber LV400 Pro without attachments, with dimensions, 

retrieved from [7] 

The machine’s control unit will be a NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX, a compact module 

used for multi-modal AI (Artificial Intelligence) applications. Capable of delivering up to 
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21 TOPS (Trillion Operation Per Second), according to NVIDIA [8], this control unit proves 

ideal to process high resolution data from multiple sensors simultaneously. 

1.3.2. The sensors 

Several sensors will be installed on the robot and will send their respective data to the 

Jetson Xavier NX control unit, which will then compile all the received information and 

output commands for the machine actuators, with the aim of allowing it to function 

autonomously. 

• LiDAR sensor: 

Puck™ (previously VLP-16), a LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensor, 

developed by Velodyne Lidar, with a 360° surrounding horizontal field of view and a 30° 

vertical field of view.  The Puck has a wavelength of 905 nm and a range of 100 m, which 

allows the generation of up to 600,000 points per second. It also has an IP67 rating, which 

makes it dust-tight and protected against powerful water jets [9]. 

According to Ullrich [10], the main metrics for assessing the quality of LiDAR 

measurements are nominal sampling frequency, measured in points per metre, which is the 

inverse of the more traditionally used metric of nominal point spacing (NPS); and nominal 

point density, measured in points per square metre, which translates to the number of points 

within some test region, divided by the area of that region. 

• RGB + Depth camera: 

Intel® RealSense™ D435i, a depth camera that uses stereo vision to calculate depth. 

Depth video streams are like colour video streams, except each pixel has a value representing 

the distance away from the camera instead of colour information, even so, the camera still 

includes a RGB colour sensor that allows for colour data to be registered. The D435i also 

includes a 6 Degrees of Freedom (6DoF) IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), especially 

effective in situations where the camera is subjected to movement. According to its data 

panel, the sensor has a range from 0.2 m to over 10 m and a diagonal field of view of over 

90°. 

• GNSS + RTK + IMU: 

Duro Inertial, an enclosed dual-frequency GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems) receiver with an integrated inertial navigation system, developed by Swift 

Navigation. The Duro Inertial combines standard GNSS with RTK (Real Time Kinematics) 
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technology to improve accuracy, allowing for centimetre-accurate positioning. The cast 

aluminium housing is rated for IP67, making it ideal for outdoor, harsh environments. 

The 6DoF IMU, a Bosch BMI160, integrated on the Duro Inertial, allows for 

accelerometer and gyroscope measurements to be taken, enabling even more accurate 

positioning in challenging GNSS / RTK contexts, as the vehicle state can be more precisely 

estimated by fusing IMU measurements and GNSS data. 

• IR camera: 

FLIR ADK, a thermal infrared (IR) camera with a thermal sensitivity of under 50 mK 

and a horizontal field of view of 75°, measures the LWIR spectral band (Long-Wave 

Infrared) with wavelengths between 8 and 14 µm. Created by Teledyne FLIR, the camera is 

also IP67-rated and is able to operate in any weather condition, in part due to the 

incorporation of a heated external window. 

For TIR (thermal infrared) cameras, surface emissivity has a very strong impact on the 

magnitude of the measurement error [11]. In forest environments, it is of paramount 

importance to accurately estimate the surface emissivity of the vegetation to be measured, 

so that corrective steps can be taken to reduce the expected errors. 

Likewise, the angle of view strongly affects the measurements of thermal infrared 

cameras. In [12], it was determined that for angles of view of over 50° IR measurements 

start to gain considerable errors, with the error magnitude rapidly increasing when the angle 

of view increases past the 50° mark. 

• Multispectral camera: 

Genie Nano-CL C2420, a multispectral camera capable of capturing both the visible 

spectrum (400 to 700 nm) and the near infrared spectrum (700 to 1000 nm). Developed by 

Teledyne DALSA, the Genie Nano uses a range of CMOS (complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor) image sensors, allowing for higher resolutions, while still maintaining a 

robust build quality due to its IP30-rated enclosure. 

The use of a multispectral camera also allows for the separation of the RGB channel 

into individual red, green and blue ones, which enable the creation of false colour images 

where specific features can be enhanced. 
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1.4. Outline 

The ensuing chapters in this dissertation present the remainder of the work conducted. 

In the next chapter, the relevant state-of-the-art in forestry robotics is introduced, namely the 

main challenges tied to forest navigation, some examples of existing robots designed for 

forestry applications, and the notable constraints that make the installation of sensors on this 

type of machines difficult. 

The third chapter details the work developed, together with the methodologies 

followed in each experimental test. Then, the fourth chapter delineates the recommended 

requirements for the installation of each sensor based on the results obtained, while also 

introducing a set of guidelines that can be applied to the broader domain of field robotics.    

The fifth and final chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis, summarising the 

results obtained and the challenges that arose during the progression of the work, along with 

the possible opportunities for development in the future to heighten the already completed 

work. 
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2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

The current state-of-the-art in forestry robotics is predominantly aimed at the 

development of flora identification and forest monitoring robots and not combustible 

material removal machines, as such, not many solutions exist where an autonomous robot is 

used for other than observation and data collections purposes. Most vegetation removal 

machines are dependent on either a direct hands-on operation, such as the 125VRT Mulching 

Tractor developed by Fecon [13], or a remote-control operation, such as the Green Climber 

division developed by MDB Technologies [14]. 

In this section, a brief introduction to the specific challenges tied to forest navigation 

is made, followed by a presentation of several examples of robots designed for forestry 

applications and their characteristics, with emphasis on the types of sensors used. The third 

subsection addresses the prevalent techniques in the field of vibration damping and which 

strategies are better suited to reduce vibrations that could affect sensors on mobile vehicles. 

In the fourth subsection the problems tied to dust and other particulates are introduced, while 

the fifth subsection explores the influence of the amount of light on sensor accuracy. Lastly, 

a summary of how each effect affects each sensor is shown. 

2.1. Challenges of forest navigation 

As detailed in [15] there are only a small number of robots developed for forestry 

applications, mainly due to the complex nature of forest environments, which makes the 

development of robust robots difficult. 

Notable challenges in developing robots for forest applications are:  

• Unstructured environment – the lack of clear paths and the presence of steep slopes 

along with stony elements and other obstacles translate into a need for reliable 

localization and navigation systems [16], [17] 

• Lack of GPS (Global Positioning System) accuracy – most times, the presence of 

trees and thick vegetation makes the use of GPS systems for localization and 

navigation impractical [18], ergo different solutions are needed in order to allow 

safe and accurate navigation [19] 
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• Locomotion systems – given the complex nature of forest environments not all 

locomotion systems are ideal, or even feasible, for forestry applications [20] 

• Changes in ambient light, humidity and temperature – changes in the surrounding 

environment can lead to situations where certain sensors have reduced accuracy or 

are simply incapable of working, as such, these constraints must be taken into 

account when selecting the sensors to be used. 

• Vibrations, either due to the robot’s internal components, like the engine, or due to 

external elements, such as travelling in unstructured terrain – vibrations can cause 

sensors to lose effectiveness, which can prove detrimental to the robot’s 

capabilities. 

• Dust and other particulates – like vibrations, dust or other particulates, such as 

smoke, rain and water vapour, can cause sensors to be unable to complete the 

necessary task, namely sensors that rely on cameras or light, such as the LiDAR, 

the stereo depth camera, or the multispectral camera. 

2.2. Examples of robots and types of sensors used 

Given the similarities involved, both firefighting and agricultural robots present 

excellent opportunities to draw parallels between these types of applications and forest 

cleaning robots, the first two subsections are dedicated to the presentation of robots 

developed to fulfil these applications. 

On robots designed specifically for forestry applications a distinction can be made 

between observation and data collection robots and forest cleaning robots, as such, both 

types of robots have a specific subsection where different existing solutions are presented. 

2.2.1. Firefighting robots 

Firefighting robots (Figure 2.1) originate from the need to help firefighters combat 

wildfires (or any other type of fires), their main objective is to allow faster and more efficient 

water spraying. Their leading characteristics are resistance to high temperature 

environments, the capacity to navigate rough and unstructured terrains, normally saturated 

with smoke and gases, and the ability to store great quantities of water or necessary 

equipment. 
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Figure 2.1 - Examples of robots used in firefighting scenarios: (a) Colossus [21], (b) Multiscope Rescue with 

Hydra [22], (c) Fire Ox [23] 

The Colossus robot [21] was announced by the French company Shark Robotics in 

2017. It is a modular robot, which allows it to assist in different scenarios, most notably, the 

robot can be equipped with a water cannon capable of delivering 3000 L/min. Due to its 

tracks locomotion system, the Colossus is able to drive over challenging terrain, as well as 

climb stairs. The chassis, made of aluminium-welded aeronautical steel, gives the robot 

waterproofing and heat resistance up to 900 °C. In order to allow remote control, it is 

equipped with a motorized pan-tilt-zoom camera and a thermal camera. Optionally, the 

Colossus can be integrated with chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear sensors, so 

as to expand its applications.  

Multiscope Rescue with Hydra [22] is a firefighting robot developed by Milrem 

Robotics. Designed to be used for industrial, warehouse, tunnel and wildfire extinguishing, 

the robot helps to combat fires in dangerous or difficult to access areas. 

Developed by Lockheed Martin and BFX Fire Apparatus, the Fire Ox [23] is a six-

wheel drive military autonomous land vehicle adapted to perform firefighting operations. 

The robot can be remote controlled with the help of RGB cameras and allows for day and 

night non-line-of-sight operation as well as hot spot detection through Infrared (IR) and 

Electro-optical (EO) cameras.  

A common characteristic across all three robots is that all cameras are mounted in high 

locations with unobstructed fields of view to allow maximum observation capabilities, 

whereas the other sensors are installed in more interior and protected locations. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the locomotion systems and sensors used by each robot 

mentioned in this subsection. 
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Table 2.1 - Comparison of the analysed firefighting robots 

Robot Locomotion System Sensors Used 

Colossus [21] Tracks 
GPS, RGB camera, Infrared 

camera, IMU, Extra sensors 

Multiscope Rescue 

with Hydra [22] 
Tracks RGB camera, Infrared camera 

Fire Ox [23] Six-Wheel Drive 
RGB camera, Infrared camera, 

Electro-optical camera 

2.2.2. Agricultural robots 

Agricultural robots (Figure 2.2) arise from the increasing demand for food production 

for an ever-growing world population. The ability to automate agricultural processes, such 

as planting, harvesting, sowing, and spraying, allows for more efficient processes, which in 

turn lead to faster production rates. 

 
Figure 2.2 - Examples of robots used in agricultural applications: (a) PowerBlast 500 Gallon tree sprayer 

[24], (b) Vegebot [25] 

Partel et al. [24] developed an automated tree crop sprayer by adding several sensors 

to a PowerBlast tree sprayer, thus creating a smart sensing system capable of controlling 

airblast spray applications. The prototype used LiDAR, GPS and RGB cameras in order to 

determine tree height, tree classification and fruit count. The developed system led to a 28% 

reduction in spraying volume compared to the conventional method of constant spraying. 

The Vegebot robot [25] was developed for lettuce harvesting, the robot employs two 

RGB cameras capable of identifying lettuce heads and then proceed with their removal. A 

control method was developed to monitor the force applied during the harvesting process, 

so as to not damage the vegetables. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the locomotion systems and sensors used by each robot 

mentioned in this subsection. 
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Table 2.2 - Comparison of the analysed agricultural robots 

Robot Locomotion System Sensors Used 

Smart tree crop 

sprayer [24] 

2 Wheels                                        

(pulled with tractor) 
GPS, LiDAR, RGB cameras 

Vegebot [25] 4 Wheel Drive RGB cameras 

2.2.3. Observation and data collection robots 

Several advances have been made in the development of solutions capable of 

collecting data from forests, especially in the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) field, where 

multiple applications exist with the sole purpose of monitoring the state of forests, leading 

to better fire prevention networks. 

Observation and data collection robots (Figure 2.3) allow forest monitoring to be 

conducted remotely or even automatically and, apart from improving fire detection systems, 

can also be applied to monitoring the state of infrastructure existent in forests. 

  
Figure 2.3 - Examples of robots used in forestry data collection applications: (a) Environmental Hybrid Robot 

[26], (b) UAV robot 1 [27], (c) UAV robot 2 [28], (d) UAV robot 3 [29] 

One of such examples is the Environmental Hybrid Robot [26], designed to operate in 

the Amazon rainforest to conduct monitoring missions for a Brazilian oil company. The 

robot, equipped with several sensors to check for possible gas leaks and water pollution, has 
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a wheel-legged locomotion system with active reconfiguration that allows it to travel over 

rough terrain, sand, swamps and even water. 

However, most robots designed for observation fall under the UAV category – flight-

based systems capable of collecting data from an aerial vantage point, thus allowing the 

coverage of bigger areas whilst eliminating the need for obstacle avoidance. Sandino et al. 

[27] utilised hyperspectral sensors installed on an UAV, combined with machine learning 

algorithms, to conduct aerial mapping of forest affected by pathogens. In [28], an UAV was 

equipped with GPS, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and thermal and RGB cameras and 

then used to monitor koala activities in order to help their preservation. And in [29], an UAV 

was developed with an end-to-end pipeline for tree diameter estimation through Semantic 

LiDAR Odometry and Mapping (SLOAM).  

Table 2.3 summarizes the locomotion systems and sensors used by each robot 

mentioned in this subsection. 

Table 2.3 - Comparison of the analysed data collection robots 

Robot Locomotion System Sensors Used 

Environmental Hybrid 

Robot (EHR) [26] 
Wheel-legged GPS, 3D camera 

UAV robot 1 [27] UAV (aerial application) GPS, Hyperspectral camera 

UAV robot 2 [28] UAV (aerial application) 
GPS, IMU, Infrared camera, RGB 

camera 

UAV robot 3 [29] UAV (aerial application) LiDAR 

2.2.4. Forest cleaning robots 

Forest cleaning robots (Figure 2.4) are designed with the goal of clearing biomass 

accumulation in forests and, as such, require specific tools to achieve said purpose (e.g., 

mulchers, chippers, grinders). The ability to reduce flammable material in a forest can 

severely impact wildfire spread, so, it is only natural that increasing developments are being 

made in this area, howbeit the field remains underdeveloped.  
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Figure 2.4 - Examples of robots used in forest cleaning applications: (a) Ranger from the SEMFIRE project 

[30], (b) AgRobV18 [31] 

The SEMFIRE project [30] was developed to reduce biomass accumulation in forests. 

It uses a multi-robot system where a group of small UAVs, called Scouts, scan an area to 

locate regions of interest for the Ranger robot, an adapted Skidsteer platform, to perform the 

cleaning task. Making use of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), LiDAR, and 

stereo, multispectral and infrared cameras the Ranger robot identifies, cuts and grinds 

vegetation, turning it into mulch. 

The AgRob V18 [31] is a forest robot designed to collect organic material in forests. 

It utilises a modular sensor tower and thermal and RGB cameras to detect the fauna and flora 

around it. Due to its diesel engine, the robot’s vibration affects the IMU data, which in turn 

impacts its ability to perform autonomous navigation. To improve the robot’s performance, 

the team used Lightweight and Ground-Optimized LiDAR Odometry and Mapping (LeGO-

LOAM). 

The diesel engine problem presents itself as the main internal obstacle to overcome 

when developing autonomous solutions, as the use of sensors, especially those most affected 

by vibrations, such as LiDAR or IMU, is severely impaired by the engine’s operation. Due 

to parameters such as unbalanced reciprocating and rotating parts, cyclic variations in gas 

pressure generated by the combustion process, misfire, and inertia forces of the reciprocating 

parts, significant levels of vibration are induced in any internal combustion engine (ICE) 

[32]. 

To reduce the engine vibration, proper mounting must be provided as dampers at the 

interface of the engine and chassis [33]. As other solutions usually require changing either 

the design of crucial engine components or altering the properties of the fuel blends [32].  

Table 2.4 summarizes the locomotion systems and sensors used by the two robots 

mentioned in this subsection. 
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Table 2.4 - Comparison of the analysed forest cleaning robots 

Robot Locomotion System Sensors Used 

Ranger [30] Tracks 

GNSS, LiDAR, Stereo camera, 

Multispectral camera, Infrared 

camera 

AgRob V18 [31] Tracks 
GNSS, LiDAR, Infrared camera, 

RGB camera, IMU 

Both robots have the LiDAR sensor installed in the highest point of their structures 

and all cameras are also mounted in elevated positions with unobstructed fields of view. 

2.3. Vibration damping techniques 

Vibrations can adversely affect the tasks carried out by automated or remote operated 

robots, as individual components in a vehicle can create unwanted vibrations or noises that 

can disrupt sensors functions. Moreover, resonance can occur between individual sources, 

leading to more damaging global vibrations. Consequently, the field of vibration suppression 

is of extreme importance. 

Traditional approaches to vibration damping can be divided into two categories: 

internal vibration mitigation and external vibration mitigation. 

Internal vibrations refer to vibrations caused by the vehicle’s internal components, 

such as the engine and the transmission. Internal vibration damping is mostly focused on 

limiting resonance between internal components and resonance between components and 

the vehicle itself [34]. External vibrations refer to vibrations caused by external effects, like 

navigating unstructured terrain.  

Vibration damping techniques can be further divided into active and passive 

approaches. Passive vibration mitigation translates to a conventional fixed-suspension 

system installed on a vehicle, whereas active vibration suppression solutions complement 

the passive suspensions with controlled actuators [35]. 

2.3.1. Passive vibration damping approaches 

Passive damping solutions can still be further divided into shock absorbers and 

dampers. 

Mechanical shock is a high amplitude impulse that usually involves large forces and 

accelerations over a very short time, as such, shock absorbers work by reducing the forces 
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generated and normally consist of elastic elements [36]. Examples of typical commercially 

available shock absorbers are helical springs and rubber buffers, presented in Figure 2.5.  

  
Figure 2.5 - Examples of shock absorbers: (a) Helical spring [37], (b) Rubber buffer [38] 

Dampers, on the other hand, aim to reduce more standard vibrations. Vibration differs 

from shock in that it has a periodic nature with lower amplitude variations, so, dampers do 

not need to withstand high force, brief impulses, but rather low intensity, continuous 

solicitations. Common examples of dampers are presented in Figure 2.6, these are: 

• Viscoelastic layers – also called damping plates, are layers made of materials 

capable of dissipating the vibrational energy through their deformation [39]; 

• Gimbals – a gimbal is a support system, usually seen in UAVs, that allows rotation 

of an object about an axis. A three-axes gimbal, for example, is enough to fixate 

an IMU in inertial space, thus allowing to maintain the orientation of the IMU. 

  
Figure 2.6 - Examples of dampers: (a) damping plates [40], (b) CAD model of a gimbal mechanism, retrieved 

from [41] 

However, it should be noted that gimbal frames, and similar solutions, not only help 

reduce unwanted vibrations in the three translational axes, but also stabilise the components 

in the rotational space. This can be advantageous for some applications, but detrimental to 

others. 

Finally, wire rope isolators (WRIs) are a different type of passive isolators which 

exhibit non-linear behaviour in both elastic stiffness and damping [42] and provide 
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multidirectional protection not only against shock but also against periodic vibrations, all 

while being less susceptible to the detrimental effects of harsh environments and keeping a 

low manufacturing cost [43]. Polycal WRIs offer the best performance when the isolation of 

lightweight sensors is concerned, notable examples are the wire rope isolators developed by 

Socitec [44] and by Vibrostop [45]. 

 
Figure 2.7 - Examples of polycal wire rope isolators: (a) MP2 series from Socitec [44], (b) AVAU HF series 

from Vibrostop [45] 

Polycal WRIs also have the added advantage of being easily reproducible without 

relying on complicated manufacturing processes, as they consist simply of steel cable strands 

held between two retainers. And, as they are effective in decreasing vibrations of a periodic 

nature, their application is highly valuable in isolating the vibrations generated by internal 

combustion engines. 

2.3.2. Active vibration damping approaches 

Gimbals can also be used as active damping solutions if the stabilisation process is 

accomplished through the use of motors and not in a passive way. In [46], a gyroscopic 

stabiliser, constructed with a gimbal frame, was used to reduce the mechanical vibrations 

affecting a 3D mapping device mounted on an UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle). The 

stabilisation process is accomplished by driving the gimbal motors in answer to reception of 

a signal from an IMU sensor. The obtained results, which can be seen in the graphs on Figure 

2.8, Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, show the capabilities of such devices acting as vibration 

damping solutions. In the left of each pair are the time-based measurements of the sensor 

without the stabiliser while the right are the ones with the effects of the stabiliser. Note that 

the authors did not specify the amplitude units. 
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Figure 2.8 - Time-based representation of acceleration measurements from X-axis, retrieved from [46]. 

(Left) measurements without stabiliser, (Right) same measurements with stabiliser 

 
Figure 2.9 - Time-based representation of acceleration measurements from Y-axis, retrieved from [46]. 

(Left) measurements without stabiliser, (Right) same measurements with stabiliser 

 
Figure 2.10 - Time-based representation of acceleration measurements from Z-axis, retrieved from [46]. 

(Left) measurements without stabiliser, (Right) same measurements with stabiliser 

However, most methods for active vibration damping focus on terrain determination 

based on vibration analysis, which then determine the robot’s course of action for how to 

best mitigate said vibrations [47], [48]. 

In [49] a control system was designed to modulate the velocity of a vehicle in order to 

minimize sudden impulses and prevent damage to passengers and cargo. The control system 

provides a method of navigating unknown terrain while limiting damage caused by high-
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frequency vibrations without the need for prior terrain identification. Although effective, 

such a solution would require constantly changing the speed of the vehicle, which in many 

applications is not a feasible condition to meet. 

Variable Stiffness (VS) and Variable Damping (VD) systems effectiveness on 

vibration damping has been thoroughly tested [50] and these systems superiority on reducing 

unwanted vibrations has led to suspensions with the ability to vary their stiffness and 

damping to be more and more common [51], [52]. 

Sun et al. [53] present a design of a magnetorheological (MR) vehicle suspension with 

tunable stiffness and damping characteristics, capable of reducing the sprung mass 

accelerations with great efficacy when compared with other suspensions. However, MR 

suspensions are not adequate in the presence of sensors affected by magnetic fields, as they 

will disrupt measurements. 

2.4. Influence of dust and other particulates on sensor 
accuracy 

Dust and other particulates, such as smoke, rain and water vapour, can severely impair 

a robot’s capability of conducting automated tasks, specifically when said particulates prove 

detrimental to sensor accuracy, namely sensors that require the use of cameras or light 

sources. 

Phillips et al. [54] studied the behaviour of different LiDAR sensors in the presence of 

dust and concluded that the effect of dust on LiDAR measurement is systematic and, while 

being clear that said effect is evident, the point cloud contains significant information 

relevant to the perception functions, and also, the impact of dust in the sensor’s field of view 

is highly structured. 

Their main finding was that LiDAR sensors exhibit four clearly different behaviours, 

as shown in Figure 2.11:  

(a) where dust is sparse, they image unimpeded; 

(b) in sufficiently dense dust, they image the surface of the dust cloud; 

(c) there is a transition condition between (a) and (b) determined by the density of 

the dust and reflectivity of the target where the return pulse captures the range 

to the surface of the dust cloud and the target; 

(d) under certain circumstances, no range measurement is returned. 
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Also, where dust is imaged (specifically behaviours (b) and (c)), the measured range 

is to the front of the dust cloud. 

  
Figure 2.11 - The four measurements behaviours exhibited by LiDAR sensors when in the presence of dust, 

retrieved from [54] 

In the presence of rain, Ryde & Hillier [55] showed that LiDAR accuracy, although 

generally robust in sparse rain, quickly degrades in heavy mist, where higher light refraction 

is expected. Additionally, rain will also limit the range of IR measurements due to the 

scattering of light off droplets of water [56], which present severe performance degradation 

in the 100-500 metre range. 

Starr & Lattimer [57] performed experimental studies to quantify the performance of 

several robotic navigation rangefinding technologies and camera systems in fire smoke 

environments, testing sensor performance for dense, low temperature smoke (<1 m visibility 

and <100 °C) and light, high temperature smoke (>5 m visibility and >250 °C). Their 

primary conclusions included: 

• LiDAR shows strong attenuation when visibility drops below 5 m, however, it 

does not appear to be affected by temperature; 

• Visual cameras work poorly below a visibility of 8 m and fail with either too 

much or too little light present in the scene; 

• Thermal IR cameras maintained accuracy in both light and dense smoke 

conditions. 

• Sensors with longer wavelengths (typically above 7.5 µm) are unaffected by 

smoke. 
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Likewise, Pascoal et al. [58] determined LiDAR sensors perform poorly in smoky 

conditions, while also concluding that the presence of water vapour will either lead to 

erroneous measurements or saturate the sensor, producing no measurement. 

Lastly, according to Pan et al. [59], IR cameras respond to the presence of dust 

depending on the dust location (Figure 2.12):  

(a) when dust is present on the surface of the measured object, the area covered by 

it shows significantly lower temperature than that of the area not affected by 

dust; 

(b) when dust is present on the lens of the camera, temperature of part of the 

blackbody target surface becomes lower, however, the difference is minimal 

when compared with the other situations; 

(c) for dust in the optical path, temperature measurements show varying degrees 

of error. 

 
Figure 2.12 - Temperature measurement results under the dust influence. (a) Dust on the surface of 

measured object. (b) Dust on the camera’s lens. (c) Dust in the optical path. Retrieved from [59] 

2.5. Influence of time of day on sensor accuracy 

Sensors can broadly be divided into two categories: passive and active sensors. While 

passive sensors require an external source of energy, like sunlight, to obtain measurements, 

active sensors use their own sources of radiation to generate signals which, when reflected 

from the intended target, allow for measurements to be made. In the current application, both 

the stereo depth camera and the multispectral camera are classified as passive sensors, the 

LiDAR and IR sensors fall under the active sensors category, and the Duro Inertial (GPS + 

IMU combination) is obviously not affected by lighting conditions but does not fall under 

either category.  

Given this distinction, passive sensors are expected to respond in different ways to the 

changes in lighting that occur throughout the day and especially poorly to either the absence 
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of light sources or the exposure to overwhelming light sources. Contrastingly, active sensors 

should not have much difficulty working in differently lit environments. 

2.5.1. Sunlight influence 

LiDAR sensors work mostly well under direct sunlight, whereas most cameras, namely 

visible RGB cameras, have the problem of image saturation due to sun glare [60]. 

Outdoor temperature measurements in the infrared range can be very inaccurate 

because of the influence of solar radiation reflected from a measured object, leading to the 

measured temperature being higher than the real one [61]. This measurement error increases 

for low-emissivity and low-temperature objects [62]. 

2.5.2. Nighttime influence 

Pinchon et al. [63] conducted experiments on four different spectral bands, including 

visible RGB and Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR), the spectral band of the IR camera used in 

this work. They concluded that the LWIR camera allowed effective pedestrian and animal 

detection in full darkness, while the visible RGB camera was ineffective in such conditions. 

LiDAR, on the other hand, is unaffected by the lack of light sources. 

2.6. Conclusions 

Apart from the sensor-specific constraints, detailed in section 1.3.2, the effect of more 

general constraints was studied in sections 2.3 through 2.5. 

One of the most important conclusions to draw from the work to be developed is how 

each sensor’s strengths can be used to diminish the impact of the remaining sensors’ 

weaknesses to ensure that the complete sensory system performance is guaranteed in any 

environment, regardless of conditions. The goal is to add redundancy to the system, so that 

performance can be assured with a sufficient safety margin. 

Table 2.5 summarises the effect of different constraints on each of the sensors used in 

the current application. 
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Table 2.5 - Effect of different constraints on the sensors to be used; －, ＋, ＋＋, ＋＋＋ translate to 

unaffected, slightly affected, affected, and severely affected, respectively 

Sensor name Type of sensor Vibrations 
Dust or 

smoke 
Rain Sunlight Darkness 

Puck™ LiDAR ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋ － － 

Intel® 

RealSense™ D435i 

Stereo depth 

camera 
＋ ＋＋ ＋ ＋＋＋ ＋＋＋ 

Duro Inertial 
GPS + RTK + 

IMU 
＋＋＋ － － － － 

FLIR ADK IR camera ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋＋ － 

Genie Nano-CL 

C2420 

Multispectral 

camera 
＋ ＋＋ ＋ ＋＋＋ ＋＋＋ 
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3. SENSOR FIELD TESTING 

The tests conducted to assess the performance of the machine itself and of each sensor 

are presented in this chapter. 

A first, broader field test, conducted before addressing the specific constraints, made 

it possible to observe the problems that standard machine operation was faced with. 

As each constraint affects the sensors in unique ways, after the initial field test they 

were studied as separate problems, and individual solutions were proposed to mitigate the 

impact of each one. The work developed for each constraint is presented, outlining the 

methodology followed as necessary. The procedures followed are described in detail and, in 

tasks where measurements were taken, the instruments used are introduced. 

Figure 3.1 shows a detailed 3D model of the robotic platform, with the main 

components numbered and identified. 

 
Figure 3.1 - 3D model of the robotic platform developed by MDB Technologies, retrieved from the 

"Operations and Maintenance Manual" 

A 3D, simplified CAD (Computer Aided Design) model of the robotic platform was 

created with the purpose of aiding the display of specific components (see Figure 3.2). This 

simplified model contains additional parts, specifically the available sensors and their 

respective supports, these new parts were also physically added to the robotic platform so 

sensor performance could be tested. 
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Figure 3.2 - 3D simplified model of the robotic platform developed for purposes of illustration throughout 

this thesis 

Some limitations made certain parts of the proposed work impossible to complete, 

namely: 

• Lack of access to two of the specified sensors, IR and Multispectral cameras, 

due to unforeseen shipping delays, led to the impossibility of conducting 

experiments with these cameras. As such, guidelines for these two sensors were 

derived from the researched state-of-the-art; 

• Due to the beginning of the fire season in Portugal, the use of the mulcher tool 

was forbidden after a specified date, which made further data collection tied to 

the mulcher operation impossible; 

• As the machine is not yet capable of operating in the presence of rain, due to 

the installed components not having been assembled to withstand contact with 

water, guidelines for operating in rainy conditions were derived exclusively 

from the researched state-of-the-art; 

• Due to working restrictions, the machine was not tested during nighttime. Note 

that development of the system is not aimed at nighttime operations, regardless, 

the possibility of operating without natural light sources is discussed in the 

“Sunlight/Darkness” subchapter; 

• Lack of access to the machine towards the end of the thesis, due to unforeseen 

mechanical issues, limited the number of tests that could be carried out. 
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3.1. First field test 

A first field test was conducted with the goal of identifying the main problems with 

the application. The machine was initially operated in a road paved with asphalt, before 

being taken to an area with mixed vegetation, consisting of bushes, grasses, and trees, where 

the mulcher tool could be employed.  

On this first test the machine was equipped with the Duro Inertial (GNSS + RTK 

system), the Puck™ (LiDAR camera), and the Intel® RealSense™ D435i (Depth + RGB 

camera), as well as batteries for powering the Duro Inertial and a laptop to act as a control 

unit. Figure 3.3 lays out the positioning of these components. A ground station was also 

used, as it was needed to complete the RTK system. 

 
Figure 3.3 – CAD model of the components installed for the first field test 

The main conclusions taken from this first field test were: 

• The machine, when accelerating from a fully stopped position or fully stopping 

while in motion, will most times do so in an abrupt manner. This transmits a 

considerable shock through all the components, which, in our test, led to the 

dislodgement of some sensors and the disconnection of several cables;  

• The so-called “jello effect”, a phenomenon that appears when a camera is 

vibrating at a high frequency, usually seen in drones [64], was noticeable in the 

videos recorded by the Intel® RealSense™ D435i camera. This phenomenon 

was present anytime the engine was turned on, even when the machine was 

stopped;  
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• GNSS connection through the Duro Inertial was slow, despite assuring an open 

sky condition. Additionally, when under the canopy of trees, the signal became 

inconstant and unreliable; 

• RTK connection between the ground station and the Duro Inertial was stable 

when a direct line of sight between the two components was established, but 

quickly failed when said direct line of sight was obstructed; 

• The Duro Inertial shook a lot, mainly due to the internal vibrations created by 

the combustion engine’s working process. This has severe repercussions on 

IMU measurements; 

• LiDAR measurements were corrupted, which made it impossible to conclude 

anything of the Puck’s operating capabilities; 

• The vehicle’s range of operation, motor speed wise, was observed as being 

between 900 and 2100 rpm (revolutions per minute) through most of the test, 

with the noted exceptions not warranting a focused study. This is the range that 

is used to limit the analysis in the “Vibrations” subchapter. 

3.2. Temperature 

3.2.1. Methodology 

To determine if temperature plays a factor in sensor performance, measurements were 

taken during a one hour long test where the machine was operated outside, in a day with 

minimal clouds and an ambient temperature averaging 20 °C, in an area with mixed 

vegetation that allowed intermittent use of the mulcher tool, mimicking standard operation. 

A T1020, a thermal imaging camera produced by Teledyne FLIR [65] with a thermal 

sensitivity of under 20 mK, was employed to measure the temperature changes in the 

machine during the field test. Temperature values were registered at the half an hour and one 

hour marks to understand the temperature changes in the machine. 

Table 3.1 shows the working temperatures range of each sensor, as well as of the 

proposed control unit. 
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Table 3.1 - Temperature range where working conditions are assured for the control unit and each sensor 

Control unit/ 

Sensor name 

Jetson 

Xavier NX 
Puck 

Intel 

RealSense 

Duro 

Inertial 
FLIR ADK 

Genie 

Nano 

Working 

temperature 

[°C] 

0 to +90 -10 to +60 0 to +35 -40 to +75 -40 to +75 -20 to +60 

3.2.2. Results 

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 were created with the Teledyne FLIR software “Thermal Studio 

Suite” through image analysis and show the machine’s temperature after half an hour and a 

full hour of operation during the first field test, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.4 - Machine's temperature after half an hour of operation 

 
Figure 3.5 - Machine's temperature after a full hour of operation 

A direct comparison can be established between images a) and c) through the 

temperature spots highlighted in order to understand where the temperature increase is more 

noticeable. It can be observed that the outside bodies of the machine, namely the hood, 

tracks, mulcher and the top support, do not have a noteworthy temperature increase; only the 
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interior zone of the vehicle, specifically the engine and the exhaust, have a notable increase, 

this can be further confirmed by observing image d). 

The only concerning aspect derived from the machine’s temperature increase is the 

maximum operating temperature of the Intel® RealSense™ D435i camera, which is limited 

at 35 °C. It is important to note that the manufacturer does not claim that the camera will 

stop working when the temperature increases past this point, only that performance will 

decrease (i.e., sensor damage is not in question). 

Figure 3.6 shows the temperature of both the D435i camera and the Puck sensor after 

the conclusion of the first field test. The photo was taken in the shade to avoid influencing 

the measurements due to reflected solar radiation. 

 
Figure 3.6 - Temperatures of the stereo depth camera (D435i) and the LiDAR (Puck) after the field test 

During this test, the stereo depth camera did not surpass the 35 °C limit. However, as 

this is a fairly low temperature limit, it cannot be assured that in hotter days, or if the camera 

is exposed to the sun for longer periods of time, its temperature will not exceed the limit. 

Thus, it is recommended to cover the camera to avoid direct exposure to sunlight, leaving 

space for the cooling of the camera (above and below) and the lenses unobstructed. 

Alternatively, other camera options should be considered if the camera proves unreliable. 

The LiDAR sensor is shown to heat up more than its surroundings, with most of the 

heat being a product of the Puck’s own functioning. Still, its maximum operating 

temperature of 60 °C is far from being reached. 

Lastly, when the IR camera becomes available, tests should be conducted to assess if 

the heat from the combustion engine and the exhaust pipe is enough to skew the results of 

thermal imaging or if no impact is seen. 
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3.3. Dust and other particulates 

The accumulation of dust and other debris will negatively impact the sensors’ ability 

to perform as intended. Although not much can be done to reduce the presence of dust and 

other particulates in the air (barring reducing the use of the mulcher, which contradicts the 

purpose of the machine), dust accumulation on the machine can be measured and accounted 

for, which in turn allows for solutions to alleviate this problem to be proposed. 

3.3.1. Methodology 

To measure dust and debris accumulation, glass panels were mounted on several 

locations throughout the machine to evaluate the dust accumulation in different places. All 

panels were identical, composed of the same glass, with a dimension of 40x100 mm and a 

thickness of 2 mm. Figure 3.7 shows the casing used to frame each panel, where on the left 

a slit is present to insert the glass panel into the casing. 

 
Figure 3.7 - Casing used to frame each glass panel, with dimensions, in mm 

Figure 3.8 shows the location of the nine glass panels mounted onto the machine and 

used to quantify the accumulation of dust and other particulates. 

 
Figure 3.8 - Positioning of the glass panels mounted throughout the machine 
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Tests were carried out with and without the use of the mulcher, so that conclusions 

could be drawn for both cases. 

Photos of the glass panels were taken with the use of a box and a LED light, so that 

the only light source passing through the panels was illuminating all the debris attached to 

each glass panel. Figure 3.9 shows the assembly used. 

 
Figure 3.9 - Box used to photograph the accumulation of dust in each glass panel 

Figure 3.10 shows a comparison between an example of a cleaned glass panel and a 

glass panel with accumulated debris. 

 
Figure 3.10 - Comparison of a clean glass panel (Top) and a glass panel with accumulated debris (Bottom) 

The images were then greyscaled and, afterwards, each pixel was transformed into 

either a white or a black one (making the image exclusively black and white), this process 

was done with the use of the MATLAB software, developed by MathWorks.  

This was done to make the number of white pixels in each image quantifiable, which 

allows a direct correlation between the percentage of white pixels in an image and the dust 

accumulation in a specific glass panel to be established. Figure 3.11 illustrates the described 

process. 
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Figure 3.11 - Image analysis process, from coloured to exclusively black and white 

3.3.2. Results 

To study the dust accumulation when the mulcher is not in use, several outings were 

completed with the machine in different environments, including paved roads, dirt-based 

terrains, and forest environments. The glass panels were never cleaned, replaced or removed 

between outings, so the results show a cumulative examination of the dust accumulation. 

Table 3.2 shows the percentages of white pixels present in each glass panel. It can be 

observed that only one panel accumulated significant debris, that being the number 8 panel, 

i.e., the panel mounted on the rear of the vehicle, directly on the back grille, through where 

the back fan expels debris. 

Table 3.2 - Percentage of white pixels for each glass panel without the use of the mulcher tool 

Glass Panel nº 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

% of white 

pixels 
99.1 99.2 99.4 99.2 99.3 99.4 99.8 97.5 99.8 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that when the mulcher is not in use, no significant dust build-

up takes place, except on the back grille, which as such should be discarded as a place for 

sensors mounting. 

In order to quantify the dust accumulation when the mulcher is used, the machine was 

employed to thin different types of vegetation in a forest environment. 

When the mulcher is in use, results show that dust accumulation is more prevalent 

directly on the mulcher tool, i.e., panel number 6 (an expected result, as concentrations of 

debris are higher closest to where vegetation is being thinned). 

Apart from the glass panel mounted on the tool, the panels installed on the hood of the 

vehicle (numbers 1 and 2 on the left side, 5 on the right, and 3 and 4 on the top of the hood) 

show considerable dust accumulation. Overall, the only location where minimal dust build-

up takes place appears to be on the top support (glass panel number 9), created for the first 

field tested and used to test sensor performance. Table 3.3 shows the percentages of white 

pixels present in each glass panel. 
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Table 3.3 - Percentage of white pixels for each glass panel with the use of the mulcher tool 

Glass Panel nº 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

% of white 

pixels 
98.5 97.4 98 97.9 97.6 95.7 98.1 98 99.8 

 

3.4. Vibrations 

From the first field test carried out, it became clear that the internal vibrations, 

generated by the combustion engine working process, were more detrimental to sensor 

performance than the external vibrations caused by navigating through unstructured terrain, 

so, vibration damping solutions were directed at reducing internal vibrations. 

The shock sustained by the machine when accelerating from a fully stopped position 

or fully stopping while in motion, was also of concern, as it led to the dislodgement of some 

sensors. But the solution to this problem should be to introduce a gradient of 

acceleration/deceleration for non-emergency situations, to reduce the occurrence of sudden 

changes in velocity. 

3.4.1. Methodology 

Vibrations were evaluated with the Hex Cube Black flight controller [66] (previously 

known as Pixhawk 2.1) which comes equipped with a MPU9050 IMU, the sensor used to 

measure the vibrations. The vibrations were quantified through the amplitude of the 

accelerations measured in the three axes (x, y and z), so only the accelerometer function of 

the IMU was used. The accelerometer function had a predefined sample rate of 25 Hz, which 

was the one used for all analyses. 

The sensor was always mounted with the same orientation in order to assure coherent 

measurements in the three axes.  

Tests were conducted with reference to the engine’s rotation speed, continuously 

increasing it according to the values observed in the first field test, i.e., always keeping the 

rpms inside the range of 900 to 2100 rpm. Due to the inability to yet control the engine speed, 

the native remote control had to be used, which in turn did not allow full control of the 

engine’s speed, as it uses a simple 3 position joystick (rest, up, down) which was incapable 

of assuring constant intervals when increasing rpm (see Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12 - Native remote control for the LV400 Pro 

Due to this, it was impossible to exactly match the engine speed, unless by chance, 

between different tests. As such, direct comparisons between two coincident spots in 

separate graphs, although valid, do not translate to exactly the same engine mode in both 

instances. 

3.4.2. Tests for different locations on the machine 

Firstly, tests were carried out to understand if different locations of the machine were 

subjected to the same degree of vibrations, or if some locations were more affected than 

others. The four locations tested, shown in Figure 3.13, were: on the top support where the 

sensors were initially mounted, on top of the centre of the hood, under the frame of the 

machine, and on the mulcher tool. 

 
Figure 3.13 - Locations of IMU sensor for the tests conducted 
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It should be noted that, in the position of under the frame, the sensor was placed upside 

down. This changed the values of the acceleration measurements in the y and z axes to 

exactly their inverse, which still allows for consistent comparisons between other positions. 

In total, 8 tests were conducted, one for each designated location with the mulcher 

being turned off and one for each location with the mulcher turned on.  

Table 3.4 - Identification of the location and use of the mulcher for the tests conducted 

Test nº Location Mulcher 

1 Top Support Off 

2 Hood Off 

3 Frame Off 

4 Mulcher tool Off 

5 Top Support On 

6 Hood On 

7 Frame On 

8 Mulcher tool On 

 

Figure 3.14 shows the results for the first test conducted (on the top support, with the 

mulcher turned off). Similar results, in terms of distributions not magnitudes, were obtained 

for the remaining tests and are presented in Appendix B. 

 
Figure 3.14 - Measured accelerations magnitudes for all 3 axes in Test nº1 

It was concluded that, despite the precise magnitude not being predictable, notable 

differences exist between each engine mode (i.e., specific rpm value), which entails that 
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specific engine speeds result in specific vibrating frequencies, that can potentially be 

determined. This will be further analysed in section 3.4.2.1. 

Table 3.5 shows the comparison of the average acceleration magnitude for all three 

axes between tests 2 and 1, tests 3 and 1, and tests 4 and 1, for when the mulcher is turned 

off. Whereas Table 3.6 shows the same comparisons but for when the mulcher is turned on, 

that is, between tests 6 and 5, tests 7 and 5, and tests 8 and 5. 

The tables should be interpreted according to the following example: 

− For Tests nº 2/1 the X axis shows a value of 0.19, this means that for test nº 2 

the average magnitude of vibrations on the x axis is 0.19 times that of test nº 

1; 

− For Tests nº 3/1 the Z axis shows a value of 1.35, this means that for test nº 3 

the average magnitude of vibrations on the z axis is 1.35 times that of test nº 1. 

For the absolute average acceleration magnitude value of each test refer to Appendix 

C. 

Table 3.5 - Average acceleration magnitude comparison between tests nº 2, 3, and 4 and test nº 1, for all 3 
axes 

Tests nº X axis Y axis Z axis 

2 / 1 0.19 0.70 2.53 

3 / 1 0.23 0.25 1.35 

4 / 1 0.27 0.08 0.16 

 

For the four tests carried out with the mulcher shut off, the magnitudes of vibrations 

are smaller in the x and y axes on the hood and under the frame when compared to the top 

support but are larger in the z axis. On the mulcher tool vibrations are smaller for all axes 

when compared to the top support. 

Table 3.6 - Average acceleration magnitude comparison between tests nº 6, 7, and 8 and test nº 5, for all 3 
axes 

Tests nº X axis Y axis Z axis 

6 / 5 0.27 0.74 2.99 

7 / 5 0.41 0.22 1.43 

8 / 5 0.36 0.10 0.66 

 

When the mulcher is on, the same differences in vibrations as with the mulcher shut 

off are present. The mulcher tool appears to be the best location when the least vibrations 
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are the only goal, however, other constraints apply (such as dust accumulation which was 

already discussed) that will render the mounting of sensors directly on the mulcher tool 

invalid. 

The top support also appears to be the least favourable location on which to mount 

sensing equipment, in terms of vibration magnitude. Nonetheless, the same reasoning as for 

the mulcher tool applies, when other constraints are considered, this location presents itself 

as more advantageous. 

Table 3.7 shows the comparison, for the same location, of the average acceleration 

magnitude for all three axes, between the mulcher being turned on or off. That is, between 

tests 5 and 1, tests 6 and 2, tests 7 and 3, and tests 8 and 4. 

Table 3.7 - Average acceleration magnitude comparison for each location with and without the mulcher 
being turned on, for all 3 axes 

Tests nº X axis Y axis Z axis 

5 / 1 1.02 1.54 1.04 

6 / 2 1.51 1.62 1.23 

7 / 3 1.82 1.37 1.10 

8 / 4 1.38 2.02 4.17 

 

For all four tests locations, vibration magnitude always increases when the mulcher is 

turned on. This increase is much more prominent on the mulcher tool, where on the z axis 

the magnitude of vibrations is over 4 times larger when the mulcher is employed. In contrast, 

the top support is where the least increase exists, with the x and z axes increase in magnitude 

being almost non-existent. 

3.4.2.1. Frequency analysis 

As in all tests carried out a clear difference between the vibrations originated by each 

engine speed was observed, it was hypothesised that the specific frequencies each rpm 

creates could be calculated, and then countered. 

Frequency analysis is the approach through which the vibration data registered in the 

time domain can be converted to a frequency domain, this then allows the main frequencies 

of the measured wave to be identified. Within the scope of frequency analysis, Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) is one of the fastest algorithms through which a discrete Fourier transform 

can be computed to transform data from a function of time to a function of frequency.  
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FFT, however, has a limit on which frequencies can be analysed for a specific data set. 

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [67] states that the highest signal frequency that 

can be adequately presented in a wave is half of the sampling rate so, because the sampling 

frequency used was 25 Hz, the highest frequency that can be analysed is 12.5 Hz. 

Through simple observation, the vibrations generated by the combustion engine’s 

working process are clearly above the limit of 12.5 Hz, so, although a sampling rate of 25 

Hz is enough to compare the vibration magnitude between experimental tests, it is not 

enough to perform a complete and correct FFT analysis. 

3.4.2.1.1. FFT analysis example 

As an example, the measured accelerations for test nº1, specifically the accelerations 

registered for the 1530 rpm in the x axis, were used to perform a FFT analysis. This example 

serves only to show how the process of FFT analysis can be carried out, as the sampling rate 

of 25 Hz does not allow for a full deduction of the frequencies that actually compose the 

vibrations in this case. 

The MATLAB software was used for this process. 

After isolating the accelerations registered in the 1530 rpm range, the necessary 

parameters must be specified, namely the sampling frequency and the length of the data, in 

this case, 25 Hz and 740, respectively. 

For FFT analysis, the data sample length must match a power of two (such as 256, 

512, 1024, and so on), for this example the power of two above 740, 1024, must be taken as 

the data length. 

The MATLAB software allows the implementation of an FFT algorithm [68], which 

implements the Fourier transform defined as follows: 

𝑌(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑋(𝑗)𝑊𝑛
(𝑗−1)(𝑘−1)

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (1) 

 Where 𝑛 is the data length matching a power of two, 𝑋(𝑗) is the acceleration measured 

at each step, and 𝑊𝑛 is a complex 𝑛th root of unity defined as: 

𝑊𝑛 = 𝑒
−2𝜋𝑖

𝑛  (2) 

The absolute values of the Fourier transform 𝑌 can then be plotted in a frequency 

domain of half the sampling rate, as seen in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15 - Amplitude spectrum of the example data 

In the frequency domain, the measured data has peaks at 0.46 Hz, 11.35 Hz and 11.82 

Hz, with their respective amplitude. From this, a cosine function can be plotted as follows: 

𝐹(𝑡) = 1.2878 ∙ cos(2𝜋 ∙ 0.46 ∙ 𝑡) + 0.2095 ∙ cos(2𝜋 ∙ 11.35 ∙ 𝑡)

+ 0.695 ∙ cos(2𝜋 ∙ 0.46 ∙ 𝑡)  (3)
 

As can be seen on Figure 3.16 the calculated cosine function closely matches the real 

accelerations measured in test nº1, thus it can be concluded that the main frequencies that 

compose the acceleration measured in the 1530 rpm range were successfully estimated. 

 
Figure 3.16 - Comparison of the measured accelerations and the cosine function based on the FFT analysis 

However, these frequencies cannot be considered as correct, as the sampling frequency 

is not high enough. If a higher sampling frequency is achieved, by using a different sensor 

to measure the vibrations, and the correct frequencies that compose each engine rpm are 

successfully determined, then an active control system for a semi-active vibration damping 

solution can be envisioned.  

In theory, a tuned mass damper (TMD) can be manufactured and calibrated to dampen 

a specific frequency [69], if a control system that measures the frequencies to which a 
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structure is subjected can control a TMD and direct it to dampen the main frequency that in 

a specific moment impacts the structure then an active tuned mass damper is created. Such 

examples have already been developed in [70], [71], and in others. 

3.4.3. Tests for different solutions for vibration damping 

In this section, the different solutions trialled for vibration damping are presented. 

Since for the current application we want to dampen the vibrations in the three translational 

axes (x, y, z) without changing the orientation of the isolated parts, i.e., without affecting the 

rotational axes, gimbals, or other solutions that would stabilise the components in the 

rotational space, were not considered as possible alternatives. 

For a first approach, washers with 1 cm of thickness (see Figure 3.17), made of 

different materials, were used to analyse if a specific material had better vibration damping 

capabilities. Four materials were tested: a rubber with a hardness of Shore 90A, silicone, a 

foam with a density of approximately 0.042 g/cm3 (designated “Dense Foam”), and a foam 

with a density of approximately 0.014 g/cm3 (designated “Light Foam”). 

 
Figure 3.17 - Dimensions of washers made with different materials, in mm 

These washers were used as an interface between the top support, where the sensor 

was mounted, and the sensor itself. The results of these analyses were compared with a hard 

mounted approach and also with an assembly comprised of wire rope isolators (WRIs). 

These wire rope isolators were made with the polycal wire rope isolators from Socitec [44] 

as reference, using steel cable with a diameter of 1.5 mm and terminal blocks, as shown in 

Figure 3.18. This approach, however crude, proved to be highly effective, as will be detailed 

below. 
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Figure 3.18 - Vibration damping solution comprised of wire rope isolators 

Note that wire rope isolators have a best window of operation in terms of loading, 

where for a specific mass to isolate from vibrations their performance is better than for other 

masses. This varies with the diameter of the steel cable used, its length, the number of WRIs 

employed, and their disposition. 

Table 3.8 shows the comparison of the average acceleration magnitude for all three 

axes between each solution trialled and the hard mounted alternative. 

Table 3.8 - Average acceleration magnitude comparison between each test and Hard Mounted (HM), for all 
3 axes 

Tests  X axis Y axis Z axis 

Rubber / HM 0.98 0.90 1.00 

Silicone / HM 1.19 0.79 1.11 

Dense Foam / HM 1.20 0.89 1.18 

Light Foam / HM 1.20 0.93 1.41 

WRIs / HM 0.03 0.04 0.79 

 

As can be observed, regardless of their material, all washers showed minimal benefits. 

In actuality, other than the washers made of rubber (which equalled the performance of the 

hard mounted alternative), all washers had higher vibration magnitudes than the hard 

mounted alternative in the x and z axes. 

In stark contrast, the wire rope isolators show an average acceleration magnitude that 

is 0.03 times that of the hard mounted solution in the x axis and 0.04 times that of the hard 
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mounted solution in the y axis; but show less benefits in the z axis, reducing the vibrations 

to just under 80% of the average values measured in the hard mounted alternative. 

Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 show the measured accelerations in all three axes for the 

hard mounted and the wire rope isolators alternatives, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.19 - Measured accelerations magnitudes for all 3 axes in the hard mounted alternative 

 
Figure 3.20 - Measured accelerations magnitudes for all 3 axes in the wire rope isolators (WRIs) alternative 

As all WRIs were placed in the same position (vertically), it was hypothesized that, 

due to the observed results, they were especially effective in the two axes that were not their 

vertical axis (in this case, the z axis). As such, a combination of wire rope isolators in both 

vertical and horizontal positions or, alternatively, mounting the WRIs in a 45° angle, could 

prove more effective in damping vibrations in the three axes. 
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3.4.3.1. Flexible filament for 3D printing 

Flexible filament was also tested as a solution for vibration damping, through 3D 

printing it was theorised that different designs could be 3D printed with flexible filament, 

thus allowing complex geometries to be employed as vibration damping solutions. However, 

the available filament (Nature3D’s Elastic Filament [72]) had a hardness of Shore 95A, 

which proved too rigid and had minimal elastic return in order to constitute a sensible 

solution. 

3.4.4. The use of wire rope isolators 

Given their proven effectiveness, wire rope isolators were henceforth considered as 

the best possible solution for vibration damping and were used to isolate the different sensors 

from unwanted vibrations. 

3.4.4.1. D435i camera jello effect 

Since the jello effect in the RGB + Depth camera was caused by the internal vibrations 

from the engine, wire rope isolators are expected to be enough to mitigate this problem. 

Figure 3.21 shows the assembly to be used to isolate the camera from vibrations. 

 
Figure 3.21 - Model of the WRI assembly to be used to reduce the D435i camera jello effect 

The difference between isolating or not isolating the camera was unable to be studied 

so far, so when the vehicle becomes available again, tests should be conducted to verify the 

effectiveness of WRIs. 

3.4.4.2. Duro Inertial isolation 

Similarly, the Duro Inertial is affected by the engine’s vibrations, which mainly affects 

its IMU capabilities, as both the accelerometer and gyroscope measurements will contain 
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some amount of error. When IMU measurements are relied upon to help know the vehicle 

state, these errors can also accumulate and cause the vehicle state estimate to diverge from 

the true vehicle state [73]. 

Following the results obtained in the previous use of wire rope isolators, two different 

configurations were tested in order to understand which would be more effective in damping 

vibrations in the three axes, one where all WRIs were mounted at a 45° angle, and one were 

half were mounted in a vertical position and half were in a horizontal position. 

 
Figure 3.22 - Different WRIs configurations: (a) 45° configuration, (b) 0°+90° configuration 

Table 3.9 shows the comparison of the average acceleration magnitude for all three 

axes between both proposed configurations and having the Duro Inertial hard mounted. 

Table 3.9 - Average acceleration magnitude comparison between each test and Hard Mounted (HM), for all 
3 axes 

Tests X axis Y axis Z axis 

45° / HM 0.17 0.26 0.34 

0° + 90° / HM 0.16 0.45 0.39 

 

Both proposed configurations show significant reductions in acceleration magnitudes 

in all three axes. The 45° configuration shows better damping in the y and z axes with regard 

to the 0°+90° configuration, whereas the latter is marginally more effective in the x axis. 

Hence, the 45° configuration is established as the more favourable disposition of wire rope 

isolators. 

The reduction in acceleration magnitudes was not as substantial as the previous use of 

WRIs in section 3.4.3, which is most likely caused by the wire rope isolators not being 

properly loaded with the mass of the Duro Inertial alone. The damping system effectiveness 
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can be improved by either reducing the diameter of the steel cable used, reducing the number 

of wire rope isolators used, or increasing the isolated mass on top of the dampened structure. 

3.5. Sunlight/Darkness 

As different lighting conditions occur throughout each day, a complete sensory system 

is expected to perform differently in differently lit conditions. 

If too much light impacts either the stereo depth camera (Intel® RealSense™ D435i) 

or the multispectral camera (Genie Nano-CL C2420) their respective images will become 

saturated, also, strong solar radiation can be reflected from some objects, leading to 

erroneous measurements with the infrared camera. In contrast, neither the LiDAR sensor nor 

the Duro Inertial will be affected by over-exposure to solar or other light sources. 

In a forest environment, the presence of trees and other vegetation will create zones 

where shadows exist, these shadows can sometimes create errors in sensors measurements, 

namely in passive sensors. 

No experiments were conducted during nighttime, so, sensor behaviour in the absence 

of light was inferred from the researched state-of-the-art. Without sufficient ambient light 

present both the stereo depth camera and the multispectral camera will not perform as 

intended, whereas the remaining sensors will still perform as expected. 

If nighttime work is a possible prospect, then higher reliance should be given to the 

LiDAR sensor, the IR camera, and the Duro Inertial unit, and less to the stereo depth and the 

multispectral cameras, so as to assure accurate navigation and obstacle avoidance. 

3.6. Rain 

Due to the inability to operate the machine in the presence of rain, because of the 

installed components, especially the wiring, not having been assembled to withstand contact 

with water, no tests were conducted to assess the impact of rain on sensor performance. 

Nonetheless, the expected influence of this constraint can be analysed through the researched 

state-of-the-art. 

The Duro Inertial is rated for IP67, so it will not be affected by rain. The IR camera 

used (FLIR ADK) and the LiDAR sensor (Puck) are also IP67-rated, but, even if rain does 

not affect the sensors’ operation, it does affect their measurements, as due to the scattering 
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of light off water droplets infrared measurements will be affected, and LiDAR accuracy 

rapidly degrades in heavy mist.  

The remaining sensors are not only not rated for use in rainy conditions, but their 

measurements will also be affected by both falling rain and adherent raindrops. In rainy days, 

raindrops inevitably adhere to camera lenses, and occlude and deform some image areas, 

leading to the degradation of traditional algorithms used in sensor-vision applications [74]. 

If the machine’s development advances to the point where operation in the rain can be 

sustained, then de-raining techniques, such as the ones proposed by Zhang et al. [75] for 

images, and by Sharma et al. [76] for videos, can be applied and paired with sensor fusion 

methods, like the one developed by  Bijelic et al. [77], to allow the best possible accuracy in 

rainy environments. 

The work developed by Akai et al. [78] also presents possible solutions to the rain 

challenge. In their developed work, the use of eaves proved enough to greatly reduce rain 

influence in sensor measurement, this however, came at the cost of more restrictive camera 

use, and was also less effective for higher wind speeds, where raindrop blowing is more 

prevalent. Another option is to tilt the cameras to the ground, although this considerably 

reduces the cameras’ actionable angle of view. Both alternatives are aimed at minimizing 

adherent raindrops on camera lenses, but they do not help with falling rain. 
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4. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

In this chapter the recommendations for the installation of each sensor are summarised, 

based on the results obtained in the previous chapters. Also, different aspects that were 

observed throughout the development of this work and that in some way affect the operating 

conditions of the machine are introduced and possible solutions are discussed. 

4.1. Control unit 

As no tests were carried out with the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX unit, the 

considerations for the installation of this component are made based only on the constraints 

analysed. 

• The unit should be kept distant from the machine’s engine and exhaust, as these 

are the areas that tend to have the only noteworthy temperature increase; 

• As the component is not water-resistant, it should be kept away from any 

possible contact with water droplets. Alternatively, a waterproof container can 

be designed to house this, and other components, that do not withstand contact 

with water. Note that this container would have to be properly designed to 

correctly cool the components inside, as the temperature ranges of each unit 

must always be met; 

• The unit should be included in the set of components that need to be isolated 

from vibrations. 

4.2. LiDAR sensor 

The Puck™ is one of the most reliable sensors considered in this work, as it can 

perform regardless of lighting conditions and in most environments. Regardless, some 

guidelines can still be laid out: 

• According to the manufacturer, the Puck is rated for IP67, so, even if it can not 

be immersed in water, it should be protected against powerful water jets. As 

such, this sensor can be operated in rainy conditions without having to be 

further protected; 
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• Although the sensor is impervious to dust, it should still be kept away from 

areas that have the potential to accumulate more particulates (dust or others), 

as such particulates can negatively affect LiDAR performance; 

• Given its operating capabilities, the Puck should have an unobstructed 360° 

horizontal field of view and a 30° vertical field of view, in order to fully take 

advantage of this sensor. This means that the unit should be mounted on a high 

enough location where no other components cross its field of view, while also 

assuring it can see the ground; 

• As no data was successfully collected to analyse the impact of vibrations on 

LiDAR measurements it cannot be undoubtedly stated that vibrations will 

affect the sensor’s performance. Nevertheless, it is safe to assume that due to 

how the sensor operates, rapidly rotating to register 360° measurements, high 

frequency vibrations can interfere with its working conditions. So, the aim 

should be to isolate the sensor from vibrations. 

4.3. RGB + Depth camera 

The Intel® RealSense™ D435i proved ideal to measure distances between the 

machine and other entities, especially people, which enabled the implementation of reliable 

safety protocols. However, some of its more restrictive working conditions led to the 

elaboration of a series of recommendations for the camera’s installation: 

• Due to its small optimal temperature operating window (0 to 35 °C), if the 

camera is expected to work in environments with higher temperatures, then 

proper cooling should be assured to keep the camera working as intended. 

Covering the camera to avoid direct exposure to sunlight should also be 

considered; 

• As dust can not only penetrated the camera but also affect its measurements 

when it adheres to the lens, the camera should be mounted on a location not 

prone to dust accumulation; 

• With the aid of the IMU integrated on the camera, video stabilisation is 

successfully achieved without the need for external additions. However, higher 

frequency vibrations cause the so-called “jello effect”, which considerably 
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affect image quality, so, the component should be isolated from vibrations as 

much as possible; 

• The camera should not be used at nighttime, as without sufficient ambient light 

its performance greatly decreases. Likewise, excessive exposure to light 

sources causes the images to become saturated, so the camera should never be 

pointed in an upwards direction, as this can quickly lead to saturation due to 

sun glare; 

• As the camera is not suitable for contact with water it should be kept away from 

any possible contact with water droplets. Alternatively, the already mentioned 

waterproof container can be used to house this camera as well, always taking 

into account that proper cooling is of utmost importance. 

4.4. Duro Inertial unit 

During testing, certain problems with the Duro Inertial unit were encountered which 

hindered the work being conducted. Consequently, some important guidelines for using this 

unit, or similar packages that use a GNSS + RTK + IMU system, were delineated, namely: 

• Keep the unit as close as possible to the centre of rotation of the machine. Since 

the GNSS is accurate to a small enough extent, when rotating, if the GNSS 

receiver is not close to the centre of rotation, then when the vehicle rotates its 

final coordinates will differ from the initial coordinates. This will then not 

match with the data from the gyroscope, as the calculations for angular 

displacement based on the gyroscope measurements assume that rotations are 

made around the axis that goes through the vehicle’s centre; 

• Assure an open sky view is possible when the GNSS receiver is first searching 

for signal. During the conducted tests, the time needed for the receiver to 

acquire a signal was significantly reduced when a clear view of the sky was 

available; 

• When possible, a direct line of sight to the ground station of the RTK system 

should be assured. In the forest environment where tests were conducted it was 

found that RTK connection becomes intermittent when direct light of sight to 

the ground station is obstructed; 
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• Always use the same number of decimal places when dealing with coordinates. 

This GNSS receiver uses coordinates with a precision of 15 decimal places, so 

if coordinates with less accuracy are transmitted to it, the unit fills in the 

remaining empty decimal places, which can then direct the robot to the wrong 

location. Although at first this problem does not constitute a major error, the 

accumulation of several small inaccuracies can introduce a significant error; 

• When an IMU is used to complement the navigation capabilities it should be 

isolated from vibrations as much as possible, as vibrations tend to induce an 

error in both accelerometer and gyroscope measurements. However, the IMU 

should never be stabilised in the rotational space, as this would prevent the 

gyroscope from sensing when the machine is turning or rotating; 

• As the Duro Inertial unit is rated for IP67, it has no problem operating in rainy 

conditions and in contact with dust and other particulates. Furthermore, since 

this unit has no lens that can be affect by adherent dust or water, its location is 

not constrained by external conditions. 

If a system where the sensors present in the Duro Inertial are installed as individual 

units, then the same suggestions should still be followed, howbeit applied to their specific 

sensors. 

4.5. IR camera 

As the IR camera considered, the FLIR ADK, was not available during the 

development of the work, no data is available to evaluate. Even so, some recommendations 

can still be delineated from the researched state-of-the-art and the constraints analysed. 

• Given its IP67 rating, paired with the heated external window, the camera 

should have no problems operating in all weathers, so no further protection is 

needed to guarantee sensor performance;  

• Due to sun glare, and especially solar radiation reflected from objects, 

erroneous temperature measurements can be taken. A possible solution to this 

problem is to use two or more IR cameras, angled differently, so infrared 

measurements can be confirmed by more than one sensor; 
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• Contrarily, at nighttime, the camera should work perfectly, as the emissivity of 

objects is maintained but no solar radiation can affect the measurements;  

• As the machine’s engine and exhaust have the biggest tendency to heat up, the 

infrared camera, that measures temperature variations, should not be mounted 

close to these locations, in order to not influence the sensor’s measurements; 

• Although no tests were carried out with this camera, it is advisable to isolate it 

from vibrations when possible. 

4.6. Multispectral camera 

As the multispectral camera considered, the Genie Nano-CL C2420, was not available 

during the development of the work, no data is available to evaluate. Even so, some 

recommendations can still be delineated from the researched state-of-the-art and the 

constraints analysed. 

• Albeit the camera has a wide operating temperature range, it is still 

recommended to keep it away from areas more prone to high temperatures, i.e., 

the machine’s engine and exhaust; 

• Although no tests were carried out with this camera, it is advisable to isolate it 

from vibrations when possible; 

• The remaining recommendations, concerning dust, water, and operation during 

daytime and nighttime, should be the same as the ones given for the RGB + 

Depth camera (Intel® RealSense™ D435i). 

4.7. Locations for sensor mounting 

4.7.1. Use of the mulcher as a sensor platform 

Based on the vibration analysis conducted, the mulcher would seem like an ideal place 

to serve as a platform on which sensors could be mounted. However, other limitations make 

the mulcher an objectively worse location for sensor mounting, particularly dust 

accumulation, which was seen as being considerably higher than in other locations on the 

machine when the tool is in use, also, sensors on mulcher are considerably more at risk of 
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being damaged by flying branches or similarly displaced vegetation, this is not demonstrated 

anywhere but was regularly observed when conducting field tests. 

4.7.2. Use of the top support as a sensor platform 

Although the top support was the location most affected by the internal vibrations 

generated by the engine (which would be expected, seeing as it is the most eccentric mass in 

the whole structure) it was also the location least affected by all the remaining constraints, 

as it is the furthest area from the high temperature zones and the location where the least 

dust is accumulated. It is also the best location for the installation of the LiDAR sensor, as 

it allows a clear 360° field of view, and a sensible location for mounting the remaining 

sensors.  

Assuming proper vibration damping can be achieved, the use of an external support to 

mount a complete sensory system appears to be the best opinion, as it not only provides a 

safe location to mount sensors and other components but also allows the freedom to create 

solutions containing an entire sensory system that can fit any machine. 

4.8. Set of guidelines 

The results and conclusions acquired for the specific sensors tested during the 

development of this work also enable the elaboration of a broader set of guidelines for the 

installation of sensory systems on machines inside the scope of field robotics. Such a set is 

now presented: 

• If possible, a gradient of acceleration/deceleration should be introduced to non-

emergency situations, in order to avoid sudden shocks being transmitted 

throughout the machine; 

• If a GNSS receiver is employed, it should be kept close to the centre of rotation 

of the machine and, when possible, open sky conditions should be assured; 

• Sensors should not be mounted near the machine’s engine, exhaust system, or 

similar areas that tend to have a high temperature increase when in operation; 

• Sensors should be mounted on locations with a safe distance from the working 

tools of the machine, as in close proximity to said tools dust accumulation is 

more prevalent and flying debris can damage the sensors; 
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• For dealing with the high frequencies generated by the machine’s engine, wire 

rope isolators should be considered as one of the most viable solutions. As they 

not only have a significantly better performance than the other tested solutions 

but are also easily reproducible with simple manufacturing processes; 

• All sensors should be isolated from vibrations as much as possible, as 

regardless of the extent, all components are affected. However, sensors that 

deal with the machine’s navigation, such as an IMU, should never be isolated 

in the rotational space; 

• As image saturation due to sun glare is a possible issue, the cameras should not 

be mounted in an upwards angle and, if possible, two or more of the same 

cameras should be mounted at different angles in order to verify the 

measurements; 

• If nighttime work is an intended requisite of the machine, higher reliance 

should be given to active sensors, such as IR cameras and LiDAR sensors, that 

do not lose performance in the absence of light; 

• If the machine is intended to operate in rainy conditions, then de-raining 

techniques, to deal with both falling rain and adherent raindrops, should be 

applied to minimise accuracy loss. Waterproof containers, or the use of eaves, 

should also be considered, to protect the sensors; 

• Lastly, the use of a singular solution, containing a complete sensory system, 

should be considered as the most viable alternative, as it allows the easiest 

application on the machine, and also streamlines the development of vibration 

damping solutions and protective containers. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The work presented in this dissertation had the goal of validating the use of sensors in 

a robotic platform as a path to automate the machine’s functions in field robotic applications, 

specifically land clearing and fuelbreak management operations. The final goal was to apply 

the attained conclusions and delineate a set of recommendations and guidelines that could 

facilitate the installation of sensory systems in any machine inside the scope of field robotics. 

 The researched state-of-the-art allowed a deeper understanding of the problems that 

were expected to be encountered while also focusing the development on solutions that could 

help mitigate said problems. Subsequently, the tests carried out led to conclusions regarding 

not only the broader operating capabilities of the machine but also the specific challenges 

that each constraint presented, which then served as baselines for the recommendations 

proposed for the installation of each sensor and for the final set of guidelines.  

Some limitations and difficulties arose during the work that impaired the progress of 

the project, namely the lack of access to two of the specified sensors, the IR and multispectral 

cameras, the beginning of the fire season in Portugal, which restricted the use of the mulcher 

tool, and some mechanical issues with the machine itself, which limited the number of tests 

that could be carried out. Also, the impossibility of operating the machine in rainy conditions 

or at nighttime limited the results obtained. 

Overall, the work developed is believed to have contributed to the use of individual 

sensors and complete sensory systems in robotic applications, being especially beneficial in 

guiding the installation of said sensors. And even though some constraints were not fully 

tested (such as performance at night and in the rain), the work is believed to have provided 

substantial information on how to proceed in the presence of said conditions and the 

necessary steps to follow for when such constraints can be tested. 

5.1. Future work 

In the future, more testing is needed to validate the use of the sensors that were not yet 

available during the duration of this thesis. Additionally, after the machine’s development 

advances to a point where operation in the rain can be sustained, then further tests should be 

carried out to assess the system’s performance in rainy environments. Likewise, if it becomes 
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possible, experiments should be conducted during nighttime to evaluate the sensors’ 

capabilities in the absence of natural light. 

Other complementary work can also be carried out to extend the possible applications 

of this dissertation, specifically inside the domain of the described wire rope isolators. As 

the WRIs suggested do not perform the same when used to isolate different components and 

as it is known that changes in their geometry, wire diameter and disposition will affect their 

performance, it would be worthwhile to accurately know WRI effectiveness for a specific 

application, be it through modelling and simulation or through experimental tests. 

Similarly, the semi-active tuned mass damper described can be developed and tested 

so as to understand if an active control system leads to better results in vibration damping 

for the sensors described. But it could be that its effectiveness is not better than using wire 

rope isolators, or that the gain in effectiveness does not justify the increased resources needed 

for a semi-active solution. 

Finally, to assure all-weather and all-environment performance of a complete sensory 

system, sensor fusion should be studied and applied to the system, along with de-raining and 

other algorithms that extend the applications of said sensory system. 
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APPENDIX A – RESULTS FOR DUST ACCUMULATION 

A1. Dust accumulation without the use of the mulcher tool 

 

A2. Dust accumulation with the use of the mulcher tool 
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APPENDIX B – VIBRATION DATA FOR ALL TESTS 
CONDUCTED 

B1. Tests for different locations on the machine 
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  APPENDIX B – Vibration data for all tests conducted 
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B2. Tests for different solutions for vibration damping 
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B3. Duro Inertial isolation 
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 APPENDIX C – Average acceleration magnitude for all vibration tests conducted 
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APPENDIX C – AVERAGE ACCELERATION MAGNITUDE FOR 
ALL VIBRATION TESTS CONDUCTED 

All values are in 𝑚/𝑠2. 

C1. Tests for different locations on the machine 

Test nº X axis Y axis Z axis 

1 2.697 2.274 0.638 

2 0.500 1.596 1.613 

3 0.616 0.562 0.864 

4 0.725 0.174 0.104 

5 2.743 3.505 0.661 

6 0.754 2.588 1.978 

7 1.121 0.770 0.947 

8 1.000 0.351 0.436 

C2. Tests for different solutions for vibration damping 

Tests X axis Y axis Z axis 

HM 1.84 3.07 0.85 

Rubber 1.79 2.76 0.84 

Silicone 2.18 2.44 0.94 

Dense Foam 2.21 2.75 1.00 

Light Foam 2.21 2.87 1.20 

WRIs 0.06 0.14 0.67 

C3. Duro Inertial isolation 

Tests X axis Y axis Z axis 

HM 4.15 3.28 2.49 

45° 0.72 0.85 0.83 

0° + 90° 0.66 1.48 0.98 
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